From sourcing raw materials to delivering the end product, our Supply Chain gets our brands to customers and consumers and plays a major role in our sustainability mission.

Three Ways You’ll Learn With Us

• Through formal learning: with in-house training
• Through experience: with hands-on project work
• Through people: work with experts in their fields and benefit from a buddy system

The Supply Chain Experience You’ll Get On The Unilever Future Leaders Programme

PLANNING
Learn various models and gain market knowledge to forecast sales and ensure demands are met.

LOGISTICS
Ensure on-shelf availability and order management. Interface with warehousing and transportation to manage quality delivery.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Learn to ensure all our products are available on our retailers’ shelves and achieve availability round the clock.

MAKE
Understand how factories improve efficiency and adapt to changing demands while maintaining world-class quality standards.

PROCUREMENT
Optimize the cost and quality of what we buy through intelligent sourcing of materials, packaging and non-production items.

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL EXPOSURE
Short exposure in other departments to understand the inter-dependencies Finance has with these functions.

INTERNATIONAL STINT
International exposure to understand other markets, cultures and best practices.